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Lp EXTENSIONS OF GONCHAR'S INEQUALITY
FOR RA nONAL FUNCTIONS
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A. L. LEVIN AND E. B. SAFF

ABSTRACT. Given a condenser (E, F) in the complex plane, let C(E, F) denote its
capacity and let JL* = JLE -JLj:. be the (signed) equilibrium distribution for (E, F) .
Given a finite positive measure JL on EUF, let G(JLE) = exp (flog(dJL/dJLE)dp.E)
and G(JLf.) = exp (f log(dp./dJLj:.) dp.j:.) .We show that for 0 < p, q < 00 and for
an)1 rational function rn of order n

(*) IlrnIILp(d/l,E)III/rnIlLq(d/l,F)?: e-n/C(E,F)GI/P(JLE)GI/q(JLf.) ,

which extends a classical result due toA. A. Gonchar. For a symmetric condenser we
also obtain a sharp lower bound for IIrn -.J.IILp(d/l , EUF) ,where .J. = .J.(z) is equal to
0 on E and I on F. The question of exactness of (* ) and the relation to certain
n-widths are also discussed..

~ibliography: 16 titles.

§ 1. INTRODUCTION

Let E ~nd F be d~oint closed sets of positive logarithmic capacity in the ex-
tended complex plane C. The pair (E, F) is called a condenser. Put

(1 1) (E F) ' minF Ifni.an , .= sup II '
{rn} maxE rn

where {r Ii] denotes that the supremum is taken over all rational functions r n (~ 0 )
of order :Q.n. This quantity was introduced by A. A. Gonchar in [Go 1] and [Go2].
He proved I (cf. [Go3]) that

Gn(E, F) ~ enfC(E,F) n=O, 1,2,

and that

(1 3) ~¥i~~~¥I~] limin f1O"n(E F )] l/n > el/C(E,F).""""C"""f '." n-= ' -,

where C(P;, F) denotes the capacity of the condenser (E, F). This capacity can
be defined in several different ways. The one adopted by Gonchar enabled him to
prove (1.2) under the additional assumption that one of the sets, say E, lies in a
connected component of C \ F. Yet, his method can be modified to deal with the
general case (cf. [Go3], Remark 1). Widom [WI] gave a very short proof of (1.2) for
an arbitrary condenser. He used an alternative definition of C(E, F) as the Green
capacity of E relative to the open set C \ F.. Yet another definition was utilized by
Saff and Totik ([ST], Chapter 7), who established a weighted analogue of (1.2). We
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also mention that T. Ganelius [Ga2] has shown that, under some further assumptions

on E, f, inequality (1.3) can be improved to

(1.4) I O'n(E,F)~const.en/C(E.F), In=1,2, Retufning to the definition of O'n , observe that it can be rewritten as

:

(1.5) ~};~;~r; O';;I(E, F) = i~l {llrnIIL(XJ(E)llljrnIIL(XJ(F)}.

where II-liE, II-IIF are given norms on E and F, respectively. Natural choices for

these norms are Lp-norms (with respect. to some measure) or the Loo-norm (with

some weight function), For such norms, we will establish the analogue of (1.2). In

particular, if ..uE'..u} are the probability measures on E, F respectively, such that

..u* := ..uE -..uF is the equilibrium distribution on (E, F) (we define this in the next

section), then for any 0 < p, q < 00 and for any rational function r n of order .s: n ,

the following inequality holds:

(1.7) IlrnllLp(E ,d,u;)lIljrnIlLq(F,d/lF) :?; e-n/C(E:,F), n = 0, 1, Note that since ..uE,..uF are unit measures, inequality (1.7) implies (1.2).

The estimates ( 1.2), (1.3) have immediate applications to approximation problems.

Let A.( z) be the function that is equal to 0 on E and 1 on F, and set

It is no~ difficult to show (see [Go3]) that

""Ii""o. 1 1'1 0 \ 0. Wf;J" 0.,,'co." ~ Pn ~
\~.UI ;;~ct: 1/2 1/2' n=O, 1,...,

i O'n + 1 O'n-1

and consequently, since O'n -+ 00, we have

1/2 1/2Pn""'O';; =dn (E,F;II.IIL~(E),II.IIL~(F»), asn-+oo.

Unfortunately, there is no obvious relation between Pn and dn for norms other than
the sup-norm. For the general Lp-norm case, we are able to prove the lower bound
for Pn only. for a symmetric condenser. Our method also applies to the case when
E and F have a point in common. As an illustration, we prove that for 0 < p < 00
and for lany r n of order s: n , the following inequality holds:

r lip

This inequality was proved by Vyacheslavov [V] for real-valued rn and for p ~ 1 .
Another related matter is the Kolmogorov n-width. Let Q be a domain in C

and let Aoo(Q) denote the collection of all functions I that are analytic in Q and
satisfy III .s: 1 there. Let K be a compact set in Q. Given a measure .u on K, the
Kolmogorov n-width of Aoo(Q) with respect to the norm 11.IILp(K;d./l)' 0 < p < 00,
is defined by

1.10)

It thus makes sense to introduce the quantity
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where X~ ~ns through. all n.-dimensional subspaces of Lp(K; d.u). Using the
method of FIsher and Miccheill [FM], we can show that

(1.11) I dn (Aoo (0) ,11 .IILp(K ;d/l») :5 t~} {lirn IILp(K ;d/l)lIljr n IIL(X)(oQ)} .

~f 0 is al disk, the equality ~olds in (1.11). In this case, t.he results of O. Parfenov
In [PI] a~d [P2] can be applIed to get the strong asymptotics for on(K, GO).

§2. SOME BASIC FACTS

A con~enient (for our purpose) definition of condenser capacity was given by
T. Bagby in [B). Throughout we assume that E, F are disjoint closed subsets of C,
each havifg positive logarithmic capacity.

(a) Let.j~E and ,uF be Borel pro~ability ~eas~res on E and F , respectively, and
assume tllat both measures have finIte loganthmIc energy. Let ,u =).tE -,uF denote
the corresponding signed measure on E u F. For any such ,u, it is known (cf. [H),
Theorem 16.4.2) that the integral

exists and! is positive. Let

V 

:= inf I(.u).
Jl

It turns out that 0 < V < 00 since E and F both have positive logarithmic capacity.
The cond,nser capacity C(E, F is then defined by

(2.2) ..f C(E, F) := V-I

(some aut~ors use e-v instead of V-I to define C(E, F)) .
(b).The infimum in (2.1) is attained for the unique signed measure ,u* = ,uE -

,uF' which is called the equilibrium distribution for {E, F). The corresponding
equilibriur potential is then defined by

(2 3) f~'h"':"\\1 *( ) .- J I 1 d *().L~i~, .j:f" U z.- og
, l ,u t.

,;,~ Z - t"'Jlt!,"'j
It is known that u* exists and is finite for any Z E C. Moreover (cf. [B], Theorem
1), there elxist finite constants VE, VF such that

(2.4) l' VE ~ 0, VF ~ 0;

VE ;- VF = V

for all Z E C;VF .;:; u* (Z) .;:; V E

u*(z) = VE quasi-everywhere on E ,

(2.8) u*(z) = VF ,

where quasi-everywhere (q..e.) means that the property holds except for a set of
zero capacity. We also mention that ,u* is concentrated on 8E u 8F. Thus, u* is
harmonic in the complement of 8E U 8F. It then follows from (2.1) that u*(z) = VE
on each component of C \ 8 E that does not contain points of F. (An analogous
statement concerning components of C \ 8F follows from (2.8).

quasi-everywhere 

on F
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In pa icular, if 00 ~ 8E and if the unbounded component of C\8E does not in-
tersect , then u*(oo) = 0 (see (2.3) and note: floglzl-l d,u*(t) = (loglzl-l)fd,u*
= 0) a therefore, VE = O.

(c) A condenser (E, F) is called symmetric if E lies in the (open) upper half-
plane d F is the reflection of E in {he real axis. For such condensers, the equi-
librium distribution ,u* is also symmetric, that is (cf. [B], Lemma 9), if K c E is
any Bor I set and K is its reflection in the real axis, then

I -
(2.9) j ,uE(K) = ,u;'(K).

It then ~Ollows from (2.3) that u*(z) = -u*(z} and therefore (by (2.7), (2.8))
i

(2.10) L VE=-VF=lj(2C(E,F»).

(2.11 )

(d) i ven a (positive) measure Jl on E U F , we denote by JlE, JlF its restrictions
on E, ,respectively. Let JlE = .u~ + JlE be the canonical decomposition of JlE
into the singular and the absolutely continuous parts with respect to JlE. We denote
by JlE he Radon-Nikodym derivative dJlE/dJlE of JlE with respect to Jli-. Let

I

! (logJlE) dJlEG(,uE) := exp

be the geometric mean of ,uE. Similarly, we define ,uF and G(,uF). If both G(,uE)
and G(#F) are positive, we say that the measure ,u satisfies the Szego condition with
respect '0 ,u*. .

1

1 §3. GONCHAR'S INEQUALITY GENERALIZED
I

Theore~ 3.1. Let (E, F) be a condenser and let /l. be afinite (positive) Borel measure
on E u JF. Then, for any 0 < p, q < 00 and for any rational function r n of order
s: n, welhave

(3.1 IIrnIILp(d.uE) 111/rnIlLq(d.uF) ?: e-n/C(E, F)G1/p(.ll~ )G1/q (.ll~) ,

where.ll ,.llF denote the restrictions of.ll to E, F respectively.

Proof. et.llE = .llE + .llE. Since .llE is positive, so is .llE. Hence,

J IrnlP d.llE ?: J IrnIP.ll~ d.llE.

Assuming J(log,u~) d,uE > -00 (otherwise (3.1) is obvious) and applying Jensen's
inequali~y, we obtain

b:t;j~ .!.logJ!'nIP,u~ d,uE ~ J log I'nl d,uE + .!.IOgG(,u~)
,!I"," P P" "i1;;l~i

and similarly,

~;,~ .!.logJ 11/rnlq.uF d.up ~ - J log Ifni d.up + .!.log G(.uF)'
,;~;; q q

where Wf used the fact that .uE and .up are probability measures. Hence,

log [{urn IILp(dJlE)1jl/rnIILq(dJlF)} ~ J log Ir n I d.u* + ~ log G(JJ,E) + ~ log G(.uF).

It remains to show that

(loglrnld.u* ?: njC(E, F),
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Write

(3.3)

max(k, l) ::;: n

k I i
rn(Z) = A P (Z -Qi) II (Z -Pi),

Remark I: One can consider the measures d.uE = W~d.uE' d.uE = Wfrd.uF ' where
WE E Lp(~.uE)' -WE E Lq(d.uF)' We then obtain -

(3.5) IllrnWEIILp(d.uE)II(I/rn)WEIILq(d.u;)?: e-n/CGE,E)G(WE)G(WE).

If WE E ~(d.uE) and/or WE E Loo(d.uF) , then (3.5) holds also for p = 00 and/or
q = 00. Furthermore, inequality (3.2) shows that (3.5) ,holds also for p = 0 and/or
q = 0, where 1I/IILo means exp (J log III) .'

Remark 2. The inequality (3.1) can be strengthened in the spirit of Remark 1 in
[G03]. For example, let 00 rt 8 E and assume that the unbounded component of
C \ 8 E does not intersect F. Let D be the' union of all components of C \ 8 E that
do not intersect F. Then (see the end of subsection 2(b)) VE = 0 and u*(z) = 0
on D.. Thus, the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that for any rational function r, we
have: ~

(3.6) ~:1~1 IlrIILp(d.uE) 111 j rIILq(d.uF) ?:; e-m/C(E ,F)G1/p (.uE )G1/q (.uF) ,

where m is the number of poles of r(z) that are not in D. In particular, (3.6)
holds for r = P j Qm , where Qm is a polynomial of degree m and P is an arbitrary

polynomial.

Remark 3.1 Let (E, F) be a symmetric condenser (with E in the upper half-plane)
and let Pn be a polynomial of degree k:::; n. Then (3.4) and (2.10) give

1

;;:a~ J log IPn! d.u* ?:; -kVE ?:; -nVE = -nj(2C(E, F)).

Since the equilibrium distribution .u* is symmetric (see (2.9)) we may rewrite this
in the form:

;~Ii 1 IP ( )1 - ,,"'c n Z * n
1),1: i >(3.7) 2!f;jC E log P;;"M dJ1.E -2C(E, F) .

This inequality remains valid if we replace fE by fA' where A is any Borel subset
of E. Indeed, write Pn = QmRn-m , where the zeros of Qm lie in the open upper
half-plane and those of Rn-m lie in the closed lower half-plane. Then we have, for
any Z with 1m Z ?: 0 ,

'\'1'[' 1~-Qm((.:))I~ I and I;{i*,~c m Z
~ 1 > lg~

1Pn(Z) -Qm(Z)

;=1 I ;=1

Since J d,u* = 0, we obtain (see (2.3))

Applying (2.6) and (2.4), we then obtain

(3.4) J log IrnldJl.* ~ !. VF -kVE ~ -n(VE -VF,

and (3.2) follows. 0
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Hence,

.IILqGdJlF») ~ e-J/C(E ,F)

where n is defined in (1.6). The matching upper bound for limsup<5~/n follows
from (1 3). Hence, the exponent in (3.1) is sharp.

The ollowing example shows that in certain geometric settings the factor
Gl/p(,uE Gl/q(,uF) is the best possible.

Let be the circle Izi = p < 1 and let F be the unit circle Izi = 1 .In this case,
e-l/C(E ,F) = P and d,uE(pei8) = d,uj..(ei8) = (lj2n)d8. Let d,uE, d,uF be arbitrary
Borel p obability measures on E and on F, respectively. By a result of Parfenov
[PI] (see also [LS]), given 0 < p, q < 00 there exist sequences {B~l)}, {B~2)} of
Blaschke products of respective orders n such that

Ilf~I)(Z)IILp(d~E) "'" pnG1/p(,uE) and IIB~2)(lIjz)IILq(df.lF) "'" pnG1/q(,uF),

where an '" bn means ani bn -+ 1 as n -+ 00 .

Define the sequence {rn} of rational functions of order ~ n, by

if n is even,

rn(Z) := Zrn-l(Z), if n is odd.

It is then obvious that

IlrnIILp(dJlE)lllfrnIILq(dJlF) ,..., pnG1/p(.u~)G1/q(.uF asn-+oo

§i4. ApPROXIMATION OF FUNCTIONS CONSTANT ON TWO DISJOINT SETS

Given a condenser (E, F) , let A. denote the function that equals 0 on E and 1
on F. Given 0 < p < 00 and given a finite (positive) measure .u on E u F , set

Pn(E, F, 11.IILp(dJl») := inf II).
{rn}

r n IILp(dJl)

Gonchar's result (1.3) and the estimate (1.8) imply that

'1ILp(d.u») ~ e-lf2C(E,F)
I ' 1/11

(£ FImSUPPn "
n-oo

The lower bound (for a symmetric condenser) is given by

This can be viewed as a kind of Newman's inequality.
Finally, we discuss the sharpness of (3.1). Assuming that 11 satisfies the Szeg6

conditi9n with respect to 11* we obtain from (3.1):
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Theorem 4.1. Let (E, F) be a symmetric condenser (with E in the upper ha/fplane)
and assume that the finite (positive) measure ,u satisfies the Szego condition with
respect to he equilibrium distribution ,u* for (E, F). Then, for 0 < p < 00, we have

(4.3) Pn(E, F, II .IILp(dJl)) ~ (1 + o( 1 ))[G(,uE )G(,u~ )]1/2Pe-n/2C(E ,F) ,

where,uE ,uF denote the restrictions of,u to E, F, respectively.
Proof. Fo n = 1 , 2, ..., let r n be a rational function that realizes the infimum in
( 4.1).. It t en follows from (4.2) that

(4.4) j Ir~IP ,uEd,uE +j 11 -r nIP,u~ d,uF :$ ~ :$ C1fn ,

where tI, < 1 and c > 0 are independent of n. Set

(4.5) E {z E E: Irn(z)r. > 1 -2-1/P}, Fn:= {z E F: /1 -rn(z)1 > 1 -2-1/p}.

Then we aye by (4.4) that

/-7
i:--/

(4.6) ( ,uEd,uE +l,u~d,u;' s: 2C1]n((21jp -l)P,
JEn En

Since ,u s tisfies the Szeg6 condition, (4.6) implies that (as we will show later)

(4.7) ,uE(En) + ,u;'(Fn) = o(l(n)...

Let An := En UFn (where'"" denotes the reflection of a set about the real axis). Since
,u* is sym etric, we obtain

(4.8) j an := .LlE(An) = .Ll}(An) = o(ljn).

By the de~nition of En, En and An, we obtain (see (4.4)):

Ip * ~ ,uF d,uF

'n

log {
I rn l P

JE\A" 1=-;:;;" ,uE d,uE

~

> 1-P

E\An

r= p r -
} E\An .1 I

(Here we only used the fact that an = 0(1).) A similar inequality holds for the
second integral in (4.9). We thus obtain

~,... ~ log[G(p,' )G(p,' }]
E FlogPn -"'0(1)+ 2-P

1( 4.10)
+ 2(1 ) { { IOg !l rn \ d.uE+ { .IOg l ~ l d.uF }-an JE\A. -rn JF\A. rn

and thererpre (by the concavity of log)

I rn d.uE 1 1 I d * I (1 )log11 + 1 log.uE .uE + og -an
-rn -an -an E\A"log

1-rn_I_~ +logG(.uE) +0(1).
1 -j 1 -an

I
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By the symmetry, the expression in the braces can be put into the form

-'l( l\A.IOgl~ ~ld.uE.
Since this last integrand is of the form log IP2n(Z)/ P2n(z)1 , where P2n is a polynomial
of degree ~ 2n , it follows from (3.9) that the last term in (4.10) satisfies

1 1 -2n n
fir 2(1-~{.: ~ 2(1 -aJ 2C(E-: F) = -2C(E, F) + 0(1)

(since an = 0(1jn) by (4.8)), and the proof is complete provided we establish (4.7).
Actually we shall prove the following slightly more general statement:

Let 0' be a finite (positive) measure on a compact set K. Let fELl (K; dO') and
assume also that logf E L1(K; dO'). Let {Kn} be a sequence of subsets of K such
that O'(Kn) > 0 and en := JKn f dO' -.0 as n -.00. Then O'(Kn) = 0(1j log(1jen)).

Indeed, set an := JKn logf dO'. Since logf E L1 , we have an ~ -a for some
a > 0 independent of n. Hence,

logen = log r f dO' ~ (~ ) r log! dO' + logO'(Kn)
(4.11} } Kn 0' n } Kn

-a I
.+-lno n(K -)~ a(K;) .-~o ~ \--",.

Since e~ -+ 0, it follows from (4.11) that (J(Kn) -+ 0 -as n -+ 00. By the absolute
continuity of integral, we then obtain

-' iii!1; 11 fd 0-'j;!4~ an = og (J -+ as n -+ 00.
Kn

Retumi~g to inequality (4.11), we see that

I an f
an -0

and the result follows. 0

Remark. We assumed that the condenser (E, F) is symmetric about the real axis.
Given a condenser (E', F') that is symmetric about some straight line or about some
circle, wc may use a suitable Mobius transformation to map (E', F') onto the con-
denser (E, F) considered above. This transformation preserves rational functions of
given order and transfers (in a natural way) the equilibrium distribution on (E', F')
to that on (E, F). Thus, Theorem 4.1 is valid for any symmetric condenser.

{..

I §5. ApPROXIMATION OF THE UNIT STEP FUNCTION ON [-I, I]

In this section, we prove the estimate (1.9). Let10 Irn(x)IP dx + r111- rn(x)IP dx

-1 Jo
~p "= inf

n" {'II}(5.1

and let r: denote a function that realizes the infimum. For any 0 < 8 < 1 , we have

j -e 11

(5.2) 6~ > Ir~IPdx+ II-r~IPdx.
-1 e

It is well known that the equIlibrium distribution for the condenser

!f;;'§;!j (E, F) = ([-1, -8], [8,1])
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is given by

~

d * ( ) d * () dx -x = x = e < x < 1
.uE .up K'(e)v'(x2 -e2)(1- x2)' --,

and that 1jC(E, F) = 2nK(e)jK'(e), where K(e), K'(e) denote the complete
elliptic integrals for moduli e and Vf-::::--;;):, respectively. We also have, as e -+ 0,

K(e) = nj2 + 0(1), K'(e) = log(lje) + 0(1).

Using these facts we could proceed as in §4 by estimating the right-hand side of (5.2)
from below and choosing e in an "optimal". way. But it will be simpler to utilize
the measure dxj(x log(lje)) (a unit measure on [e, 1]) instead of d.u*(X)E and to
apply the classical Newman's inequality (cf. [N])

I j b I Pn(x) I dx n2n ( 5.3) a log P;;(="x) X ~ -2 ' 0 < a < b.

Notice th1t (5.3) implies (in the same way as;3.7) implies (3.8)) that

1 r I Pn(x) I dx n n (5.4) ': lKIOg P;;(="X) X ~-2' K c (0, 00).

Returning to (5.2), let us introduce the exceptional set

An:= {x E [e, 1] : 11- r~(x)IP >! or Ir~(-x)IP > !}.

From (5.2 , we see that meas (An) := fA. dx ~ 2il~. Set (compare with (4.8))

r dx
an := lA. x log( 1je)

and observe that
I F.+UP a < " n-

F.

2A~
e / log ~1+

Proceeding as in §4 (with dx/(xlog(l/e)) instead of d,uE and with d,uE
x log( 1 / e)d x) we obtain

1 A > 1 ] 1 I P2n(X) I dx ogL.1n og

6)--2(1-an) [e,I]\A" P2n(-x) xlog(l/e)
, 1 .dx

f : ( ) ' ] log
p 1 -an [e, I]\A" --

Applying (5.4) and observing that

dx 11 logx 1 2 1
logx- ~ -dx = --log -,

x e 2 e

1
x log -

e
1

x log( 1 / e) + p log( 1 -an).+

1 1:
[t,I]\A.

we get from (5.6) that

x

1 1 1
+ -log log -+ -log(l -an)

pep

log~n ~ - 1

2(1 -an)

Now we choose

e := L\Pn°

We then see from (5.5) that

an ~ cjlog(ljlln).
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Using (5.8) and (5.9), we obtain from (5.7) that

(5.10)

To obtain the desired lower bound, define Tn by

(5.lt} I L\n =: 't"nnl/2Pe-7t..[njp

and ass~me that 't"n -+ 0 as n -+ 00 .This will lead to a contradiction. Indeed, (5.11)
implies that

Replacing here ~n by (5.11), we obtain
J ; "."

11O(f":'"t'"" 2" og! n ~ .1) ,

which ontradicts the assumption! n -.o.

§6. ESTIMATES FOR n-WIDTHS

We first prove the estimate (1 1).

Theorem 6.1. Let .Q be a domain in C and let Aoo(.Q) denote the collection of all
fun~ti01 s f that are analyti~ in .Q. ~nd satisfy If I::::; 1 there. Let K be a compact
set in and let .u be a finite (posztzve) measure on K. Then, for 0 < p < 00, we
have

(6.1) ,~. dn(A~(.Q), U'IILp(K;d,u)),~ i~11Ir.IIL,(K;d.)1I1/rnIlLoo(an),

where the mfimum IS taken over all ratIonal functIons of order ~ n .

Proof. Assume first that .Q is bounded by a finite number of disjoint analytic simple
closed curves. Let g( z, ~) be the Green function for .Q with singularity at ~ .Then
the conjugate function g(z,~) is multiple-valued; but the function1_;"'" J:1 """ ( J: ) v ( ( J: ) .N ( J: ))"J,~ rp z,., :=az g z,., +lg Z,.,

is anal ic and single-valued in .Q. The following facts are well known:
(a) rp(z,~) has a simple pole at ~ with the residue 1.
(b) f (Z,~) is continuous in both arguments.
(c)
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let Z\,. j. , Zm ('!!.::;: n) denote those zeros of R that belong to Q. For any f
that is adalytic in Q, we have by (a), (b) that

~ r R(~)2,,; Jail R(ZjJ(z)ip(z,~) dz

If III ~-in 11, then by (c) we get

1 1 r R(~)
21l'. Jail :RTz:) I(z)rp(z, ~) d

Irp(z, ~)lldzl

I. =IR(C;)I-111jRIILoo(8Q)o

Thus,(6_~) gives that the distance in Lp(K; d.u) from f(c;) to span {R(C;)rp(Zi, C;)}i:1
does not iexceed iIRIILp(K;d,u)111jRIILoo(8Q). Since any f E Aoo(Q)~an be approxi-
mated (u~iformly on K) by those f E Aoo(G) that are analytic in Q, (6.1) follows.

It rem*ins to remove the restriction we put on n. This is done in a standard way
(see the proof of Theorem 4 in [FM]). 0

Assume now that .Q is the unit disk 6 := {z -: Izi < 1
and Micc elli proved ([FM], Theorem I) that

(6.3) dn(Aoo(6), Lp(K; d.u)) = inf IIBnllL
(K-d ,u) '

{Bn} ~.

where th infimum is taken over all Blaschke products of order ~ n. Since
111/Bn11L (/)ll) = I, we obtain from (6.1), (6.3) that

(6.4) dn(Aoo(6), Lp(K; d.u)) =i~11IrnIILp(K;d,u)III/rnIIL~(8ll).

This equctlity provides another example of the exactness of the generalized Gonchar
inequality. Let p = 2 and assume that K is a simple closed analytic curve. Let
d.u = w(!z)ldzl, where w(z) is a continuous positive function on K and Idzl is
the arc letIgth. Let A2(6) denote the unit ball of the Hardy space H2(6).

For th~s case, Parfenov found the strong asymptotics for the n-width. Although
stated in Uifferent terms, the result reads (see [P2])

(6.5) dn(A2(6), L2(K; d.u)) rv e-n/C(K ./)6)G(.u')1/2,

where .u' denotes, as before, the derivative d.u/d.u*. Since A2(6) :) Aoo(6), we
have

.For this case, Fisher

dn(Aoo(!:.l), L2(K; d,u)) ~ dn(A2(!:.l), L2(K; d,u)).
This ineq~a1ity, together with (3.1) (for p = 2, q = 00) and (6.4) implies

I inf IlrnIlLp(K;d.u)1I1/rnIlLoo(oD) "" e-n/C(K ,OD)G(,u')1/2.
{rn}
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